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Sprague Products Company,
91 Marshall Street
North Adorns, Mass.
Please rush free sample of the new booklet
"Your Money's Worth in Good Radio and Tele-
vision Service" and tell me how I can obtain
additional copies for distribution to my service
customers.
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 Gives customers a new
appreciation of your
service facilities

 Helps you avoid "cut-
throat" price competition

"Your Money's Worth in Good
Radio and Television Service" is
the title of this new 16 -page book-
let now made available by the mak-
ers of Sprague Capacitors and
Koolohm Resistors for distribu-
tion to your service customers and
prospects under your own name!

Profusely illustrated, finely lith-
ographed in two colors, the book-
let will help you win customers,
justify fair service prices and meet
"cut throat" competition that is
springing up on all sides. It tells
set owners about the complexities
of today's radio and television
equipment and about the extensive
service facilities needed to keep re-
ceivers in first class working order.

In short, it is a book designed
to win confidence for you by show-
ing customers how complicated
the work really is and by proving
to them exactly
how and why
good service
work com-
mands a fair
price.

Write for

FREE
SAMPLE

Name

Address

City, Zone, State
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ONLY $37.50 AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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RADIO INDUSTRY NEWSLETTER
Edited by Joseph J. Roche

CRYSTAL BALL-As in the past, the end of the year brought its crop of pre-
dictions for 1950 and beyond. While they varied somewhat from each other,
they were consistently optimistic. RCA's Folsom estimated this year's TV
receiver produgtion at 3,500,000, and G -E's Baker came up with the same
figure. Mucher of Clarostat foresaw well cver 3,000,000 sets sold during 1950,
and Sylvania's Mitchell placed his prediction at 33/4 million. Emerson's
Abrams, very optimistically, saw 5,000,000 telesets produced and sold this
year. And a Raytheon study revealed that the GI Insurance dividend will buy
more than a million telesets during the first three months of this year.

Looking a little further ahead, Abrams predicted 30 million receivers in use
by 1955, while RCA's Sarnoff placed the number at 20,000,000 by 1954.

DuMont's Muniz predicted a yearly teleset rate of 5 million by 1953.
As far as Sales & Service Organizations are concerned, these estimates

mean that in 1950 the public will spend approximately $750,000,000 for new
telesets, about $50,000,000 for installation, and roughly $100,000,000 for service
and parts.

COLOR-The color allocation question remained undecided, pending resump-
tion of FCC hearings and demonstrations during the latter part of February.
However, a number of developments took place during the month. FCC
chairman Coy turned a cool shoulder to RMA's proposal to establish an
industry -wide committee to study and recommend color standards to the FCC;
CBS started installation of its first color sets for public viewing (as instructed
by the Commission); and RCA announced that it would have a single tube
color unit ready for demonstration in less than 90 days (uses 3 tubes at
present). In the meantime, people stopped seeing flying discs and announced
that they had solved the colorvideo problem; like the man in Milwaukee who
reported development of a system with r o moving color filter, no mirrors,
using standard transmitting equipment, acceptable to dot, line or field color
sequence transmission and reception.

UHF-NBC put is experimental u -h -f TV transmitter on the air in Bridgeport.
Special receivers and converters were designed by RCA for engineering
observation, and were installed within a radius of 25 miles of the station.
Broadcasts are in the band between 529-235 Mc, received only by special
receivers.

PHONO DEVELOPMENTS-Peace was in sight in the record industry. Al-

though it had denied it up to the last minute, RCA finally released the news
that it would start production of a 331/3 rpm record in March (in addition to its
line of 78 and 45 rpms discs). The trade greeted the announcement with a
sigh of relief, and record sales are expected to boom.

POLICY-RCA announced a new installation and service contract (in addi-
tion to its old one). This alternative contract provides for complete installation,
parts and tube protection (including picture tube) for one year, unlimited
service for 90 days, with a flat $5.75 flat rate per call thereafter. Price: $22.95
with built in, $39.95 with outdoor antenna for 10 -inch sets. The other contract
differs in that it provides unlimited service for one year.

BUSINESS BRIEFS-Motorola's Walter Stelner believes that television prices
will stabilize at present low levels . . . Philco is going to expand its opera-
tions to produce and sell between 750,000 and 800,000 telesets in 1950 . . .

Westinghouse expects to up its television output by 75% this year . . .

Sylvania, which began producing telesets under its own name last Septem-
ber, is now featuring ten models ranging from $169.50 to $399.95 (new low prices).
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How to Wire the 1950 modern

Service Bench
By The Staff of Radio & Television Maintenance

IN the January issue of RADIO AND
TELEVISION MAINTENANCE we

presented step-by-step instructions
for building the 1950 Modern Serv-
ice Bench. This article will com-
plete the details of the bench, giving
a suggested plan for wiring it up.

In wiring up a bench, a number
of factors have to be considered.
These may be summarized as safety,
efficiency, convenience, and economy.
The plan presented here was de-
signed to provide for all of them.
Safety is achieved by the use of
proper cable, automatic circuit break-
er, master switch-pilot light com-
bination, and approved mounting.
The wiring plan makes for efficient
maintenance by providing enough
outlets to take care of all servicing
needs. The outlets and switches are
placed for convenience when work-
ing on the bench. And standard
equipment was used throughout be-
cause it is easily and economically
available.

Power

#14 non-metallic sheathed cable
is used throughout the bench. This
type cable is of rugged construction.
but reasonably priced. If you pre-
fer and don't mind going to the ad-
ditional expense, you may want to
use 11X armored cable, which will
give you an additional safety factor.
However, non-metallic sheathed
cable is quite satisfactory for most
purposes. In wiring up the original
bench model we used "Cresflex," a
flexible non-metallic sheathed cable,
manufactured by the Crescent Insu-
lated Wire and Cable Co. The total
length of cable required is twenty-
two feet.

The cable is fastened to the bench
by means of straps or staples and

" flathead woodscrews. To be

Outlining the wiring plan for an
efficient and safe service bench

Underwriter approved it must be se-
cured in place at intervals not ex-
ceeding 4Y2 feet, and within 12"
from every outlet box or fitting.

Since your shop will generally be
located in a building which is al-
ready wired, you will have a main
power line available. If possible, the
bench should have a separate line
going to the main box. Standard
house wiring will carry the load of
the bench with all instruments
turned on (about 1200 watts). If
other appliances are plugged into the
same line, however, it may overload.
Therefore a separate line to the main
box is recommended. If this is not
possible, connect the bench to a stand -
art outlet by means of a Hubbell male
plug.

Circuit Breaker

From the main line, the bench
cable goes directly to an automatic
circuit breaker which will carry 15
amps and which will open at greater
loads. The one used in the original
bench model is tradenamed "Quick -

In the March issue ...
Constructing

Efficient
INVENTORY

RACKS

Complete in one issue
step-by-step plans for
building modern inven-
tory racks designed es-
pecially for today's
serrice requirements.

lag" and is produced by Westing-
house. Equivalent breakers are man-
ufactured by General Electric and
Littelfuse. The circuit breaker is
mounted in the upper right hand cor-
ner of the lower back panel (detail
#6 of construction drawing in the
January issue), in such a way as to
be accessible from the front of the
bench. After deciding on the loca-
tion of the circuit breaker, drill holes
in the back panel to bring the wire
from the back of the panel, to and
from the overload protection device.

Instead of a circuit breaker, you
can use a conventional type fuse box
with door and safety switch for 15
amp standard fuses. The fuse box
is mounted in the same position and
manner as the circuit breaker.

Master Switch

From the circuit breaker (or fuse
box), the cable goes to a master
switch-pilot light assembly. Such a
master switch is highly desirable in
service work. With it you can al-
ways be sure that everything is
turned off, when you leave the shop.
Without an arrangement as this, you
may leave some instruments on all
night, or you might forget to shut
off the iron, or you may create vari-
ous other fire hazards. The pilot
light on the master switch assembly
will warn you immediately if power
is on. Then, if you flick the master
switch, you will be sure that none of
the instruments or equipments will
be running after you have left.

The master switch-pilotlight as-
sembly which was used is of the con-
ventional 30 amp. -115 volts-lever
operated type, and is mounted with
associated gem box, as shown in the
illustration. Appropriate holes must
be cut in the back panel to accommo-
date this switch.

to page 27
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lew Circits1
Several new tele-chassis

now incorporate

KEYED A -G -C

CIRCUITS
THE purpose of automatic gain

control (a -g -c) is to feed back a
negative voltage to the grids of the

.r -f and i-f amplifier tubes in order
to control their gain automatically.
This negative voltage is proportional
to the strength of the received video
signal. The net effect of the system
is to maintain a constant level of
video signal at the grid of the picture
tube and at the input to the sync cir-
cuits. In a perfectly operating a -g -c
system, the picture contrast, after
being set by the contrast control, re-
mains the same, even when stations
are changed.

Although the method of developing
the a -g -c bias is simple in principle,
the circuits that have been used in the
past work well only under fairly ideal
conditions. If the signals from all
stations are not practically noise -free,
or if the noise disturbances are rapid
in nature, simple a -g -c circuits do not
control the gain of r -f and i-f ampli-
fiers well.

A simple a -g -c circuit is shown in
Fig. 1. A portion of the video de-
tector output is coupled through Cl
to the plate of the a -g -c rectifier tube
Vl. The polarity of the signal is such
that the diode conducts when the
positive peaks of the sync signals are
applied to the plate. Current flows
through the tube and charges capaci-
tor C2 to the peak value of the sync
signals. This charge cannot leak off
readily because of the long time con-
stant (equivalent to the duration of
about 10 horizontal lines) of the cir-
cuit formed by C2, R1, and R2. The
voltage across C2 therefore remains
constant and equal to the peak value
of the sync signals. This voltage,

tapped between R1 and R2, is the
a -g -c signal. When the level of the
sync signals increases for a period
of time equal to more than ten hori-
zontal lines, the negative voltage
across C2 increases and a compen-
sating voltage is applied to the ampli-
fiers under control, reducing their
gain automatically.

It should be noted that the a -g -c
voltage is derived from the level of
the sync signals rather than from the
average amplitude of the video signal,
as is done when a -v -c voltages are
developed from the average audio
signal in sound receivers. The aver-
age level of the video signal cannot
be used for gain control bias because
it. represents the brightness of the
scene. If the average voltage were
used as a gain controlling bias, it
would maintain the scene brightness
at a constant level, even though it -
varied at the studio. A signal, if used
for a -g -c, must be proportional to the
maximum carrier strength of the tele-
vision signal only. The sync signal
fills these requirements. It represents
100% modulation of the carrier and
has no relation to the brightness of
the scene. When the carrier fades,
the level of the sync signal changes,

by Morton G. Scheraga
Allen D. DuMont Labs.
Co-author, Video Handbook

Another of our monthly
features to bring you
the latest in TV circuits.
Follow them to keep

up-to-date

at which time the a -g -c system in-
creases the gain of the receiver.

Shortcomings

The inherent design of this type of
a -g -c system has the following limita-
tions :

1. The time constant of the filter
network consisting of C2, R1, and
R2 must be made sufficiently long to
filter out the 60 -cycle synchronizing
pulses. If the change in signal
strength occurs in less than 1/60 of a
second, the a -g -c bias will not change
in time to prevent a sudden overload
or fading of the picture. This effect
is illustrated by the rapid fading and
fluttering of the picture when an air-
plane passes over the antenna.

2. Noise signals add to the a -g -c
bias and reduce the overall gain of
the receiver, reducing the amplitude
of the desired signal. In very weak
signal areas where the signal-to-noise
ratio is low, the noise signals may be
so great as to produce an a -g -c volt-
age which will lower the gain of the
amplifier to a value at which the
video signal is completely reduced.
In such cases, a -g -c is a decided dis-
advantage.

The disadvantages of conventional

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of a -g -c circuit. VI conducts when the positive peaks
of the sync signals are applied to plate. Voltage across C2 remains constant

10 FEBRUARY 1950  RADIO AND TELEVISION MAINTENANCE



a -g -c systems have been overcome to
a great extent by a new type of a -g -c
circuit that is being employed in
many new receivers. It is known as
keyed a -g -c. Several variations of
this new circuit are being used, but
they all operate on the same principle.

Keyed AGC

The basic operation of the keyed
a -g -c system is shown in Fig. 2A. The
composite video signal, including the
d -c component, is applied to the grid
of the a -g -c tube Vl. Because of the
polarity of the signal, the sync pulses
drive the grid positive. Simultane-
ously, a pulse is fed back to the plate
of the a -g -c tube from the horizontal
sweep circuit. The a -g -c tube is oper-
ated with the plate at a lower poten-
tial than the cathode. The grid is
operated a few volts negative with
respect to the cathode, and is biased
close to cut-off.

If only the sync pulses were applied
to the grid, there would be insufficient
d -c voltage on the plate to cause con-
duction, and the tube would be cut
off. However, when a positive pulse
from the horizontal sweep circuit is
applied to the plate, its amplitude is
sufficiently large to cause the tube to
conduct momentarily. Since the pulse
from the sweep circuit is synchro-
nized to the incoming horizontal sync
pulses, the a -g -c tube conducts only
when a horizontal pulse is on the
grid and when a positive pulse from
the sweep circuit is on the plate. The
phase relationship of these pulses is
shown in Fig. 2B. When the sweep
circuits are not synchronized, the
keyed a -g -c does not function prop-
erly. The amount of plate current
that flows during the conduction pe-
riod depends upon the amplitude of
the horizontal sync pulse. The bias
on the grid is adjusted so that only
the sync signals have sufficient ampli-
tude to cause conduction, while the
picture modulating signals will have
no effect.

Since the video signal which is fed
to the grid contains the d -c compo-
nent of the picture, the tips of the
sync signals are at the same level,
except when the carrier signal
changes. Should the carrier signal
change, the level of the sync signals
will vary, and more or less current
will flow in the a -g -c tube. Neither
picture modulating signals, nor noise
signals which are superimposed upon
them, can influence the a -g -c voltage
because the tube is cut off between

FIG. 2A
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Fig. 2 Basic I. eyed a -g -c system is shown in A. VI conducts only when a
horizontal pulse is on the grid, and when a positive pulse from the sweep circuit
is on the plaile. B shows the phase relationship between these two pulses

Fig. 3 Keyed a -g -c circuit as it appears in Admiral model 20A1, 21A1, 4J1

successive horizontal sync pulses.
This accounts for the excellent per-
formance of receivers with keyed
a -g -c circuits in very noisy areas. The
small amount of noise which occurs
during the sync pulse interval has
little effect on the a -g -c bias.

The plate current of the a -g -c tube
is a succession of 15.75 kc pulses,
which occur whenever the tube con-
ducts. During plate current conduc-
tion a d -c voltage is developed across
the plate load resistor RI, in a man-
ner similar to a half -wave rectifier.
The developed a -g -c voltage is filtered
by R2 and Cl and fed back to the
grids of the r -f and i-f amplifiers.
The time constant of the filter cir-
cuit is made only long enough to
filter out the 15.75 kc pulses. It is
therefore much shorter than the time
constant of filter circuits in conven-
tional a -g -c systems where the filter
must remove the 60 -cycle vertical
sync component. The faster acting
keyed a -g -c circuit permits it to com-
pensate more qu ckly for rapid varia-
tions in the carrier signal level.

RADIO AND TELEVISION MAINTENANCE  FEBRUARY 1950

Typical of one form of the keyed
a -g -c system is the circuit employed
in several Admiral models, including
the 20A1, 21A1, and 4J1. This cir-
cuit, as it appears the model "20A1,
is shown in Fig. 3. The a -g -c tube
is V305, a type 6AU6 pentode. The
video signal is applied to the grid
of the tube from the output circuit
of the video amplifier V306. The
d -c component is preserved in the
video signal since the video amplifier
is direct -coupled from the second
video detector.

Commercial applications

A secondary wiii<ling on the hori-
zontal width control, T405, serves as
a source of the 15.75 kc pulses for
the plate of the a -g -c tube. This
voltage is supplied to the plate of
V305 through capacitor C430, so that
no d -c current can flow back through
the secondary of T405. The applica-
tion of the 15.75 kc pulsed plate volt-
age to the plate of V305 causes the
tube to conduct only during the hori-
zontal sync period. Rectified voltage

fo page 24
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Service Looking for the faulty section?

Let the PICTURE tell you
by Cyrus Glickstein
American Radio Institute

T11E first step in TV trouble-
shooting is to locate the defective

section. An essential part of that
first step is picture analysis. By
that we mean the study of the in-
formation on the screen. This in-
formation, plus reference to the
block diagram of the receiver, a
check on the pertinent controls, and
the sound coming through, make it
fairly easy for the technician to de-
cide in which section, or sections, to
begin looking for a defect. Correct
picture analysis will cut down con-
siderably on servicing time.

It is not the aim of this article
to present a large number of test pat-
terns, and describe the faults they
indicate. This has been amply done
in many textbooks and service man-
uals. Our purpose here is rather to
dissect the picture and to indicate
how and why its various portions
show in which sections to look for
faults. Later we shall discuss how
they even indicate defective stages
and components.

The cathode ray tube

Suppose we begin the dissection
with a closer look at the picture tube.
In many respects it can be compared
to an ordinary voltage amplifier tube :

1. A signal on the grid varies the
current (beam of electrons) through
the tube.

2. Current goes from cathode to
plate (accelerating anode) when cor-
rect potentials are applied-although
in the picture tube it hits the screen
before reaching the anode.

3. As in any tube circuit, no cur-
rent flows through the tube (and
therefore the screen is blank) when-

a) there is no plate voltage (loss
of high voltage).

b) there is an open filament.
c) filament voltage is not applied.

The picture information appearing on the screen gives you

your best lead to the section in which to look for trouble

d) the tube is biased to cut-off.
(The intensity control varies the bias
on a cathode ray tube, and usually
cuts off current when all the way
down.)

4. The one feature which is unique
to some picture tubes is the ion trap.
It must be properly placed on the
neck of the tube in order for the
screen not to be blank or for the
raster to be darkened around the
edges.

Let's break down the information
on the screen to determine which
circuits are  responsible for various
characteristics. If the set is tuned
in on an unused channel, a raster
appears on the screen, a white rec-
tangle of light without picture in-
formation. Here is what is hap-
pening:

The cathode of the tube is emitting
a fine stream of electrons. The focus
coil concentrates the beam to a sharp
spot. The high voltage on the ac-
celerating anode (aquadag coating)
speeds up the beam and causes it to
hit the screen with great force, which
in turn makes the screen fluoresce.
The horizontal deflection coil moves
the spot rapidly from side to side,
giving the appearance of a hori-
zontal line. The vertical deflection
coil pulls the beam down slowly, so
that instead of one horizontal line,
we have-through interlaced scanning
-525 horizontal lines.
Producing the picture

The result of all this activity gives
us a raster. The raster is turned
into a picture by -

1. feeding picture information
(video signals received from the
transmitter) to the grid of the picture
tube. These signals modulate the
beam or vary the current flow through
the tube, thereby changing the white

lines of the raster into lines which
vary in tone from black to white.
This is another way of saying that
we get a picture; for a picture is
nothing more than a collection of
light and dark areas in the proper
places to convey the desired infor-
mations.

2. feeding sync pulses (also re-
ceived from the transmitter) to the
deflection circuits to trigger the
sweeps, so that the beam will be at
the right place at the time the video
information arrives. Otherwise, a
jumbled picture will result.

This raster, then, is produced in
the receiver and requires no external
signal to be seen. The raster becomes
a picture when a signal, consisting
of video information and sync pulses,
is received from the transmitter.

Mechanical difficulties

The characteristics of the image
on the screen, and the circuits re-
sponsible for producing those charac-
teristics, are outlined in Table I, col-
umns 1 and 2. If one or more of
these characteristics is missing from
the screen, we can look for trouble in
the section responsible for producing
it.

Before analyzing various types of
troubles appearing on the screen, let's
eliminate some mechanical difficulties :

If the picture is good, but simply
tilted to one side : in an electrostatic
tube, the tube must be turned. In a
magnetic tube, the deflection yoke is
rotated to straighten out the picture.

If the picture is off center, center-
ing controls are adjusted. In some
magnetic sets, centering controls have
been omitted. In these receivers, the
mounting nuts on the focus coil
assembly are adjustable for proper
centering in either direction.

To start with a simple problem,
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Fig. 1 Horizontal non -linearity, as
indicated by non -circular circles

suppose only a horizontal line is seen
on the screen. The first step is to
adjust the vertical size and linearity
controls. If this has no effect, the
beam is obviously not being moved
up and down, even though it is being
moved from side to side ; and we can
immediately conclude that the trouble
is in the Vertical Sweep section.
Further checks are then made there.

The newcomer to television main-
tenance sometimes asks the question,
"What do you do when there's noth-
ing on the screen to show where to
start looking for trouble?" Actually,
a blank screen is a clear-cut indica-
tion of where to start looking for
trouble. Suppose we get sound and
a blank screen. Such a fault may be
due to any one of several factors, as
shown under 3, column 2, Table I.
The proper servicing technique is to
eliminate each one of these factors
until the correct one is found.

First, the usual check of pertinent
controls is made: the intensity con-
trol is turned completely up to make
sure the picture tube is not biased
to cut-off. If the tube is still blank,
it is checked to see if the filament is

Fig. 2 Pattern should be mentally divided
into quadrants to make linearity check

lit. This is a quick double check
for both a good filament and the pres-
ence of filament voltage. Naturally,
if the filament is not lit, and the rest
of the set is on, a further check is
made here. We assume that the
screen will be in good enough con-
dition to show some light if the rest
of the set is operating normally. The
screen does not lose brilliance sud-
denly and completely, but tends to get
duller in the course of operation over
an extended period.

The next check would be for high
voltage. If we have high voltage and
a blank screen, the trouble is in the
CRT or its associated circuit. If
there is no high voltage, the High
Voltage system is checked and, in
sets using a kick -back voltage supply,
the horizontal deflection system on
which the high voltage depends. The
specific checks will be discussed fully
in later articles. The main point
here is that we should follow the
principle of using the information
on the screen and from the speaker to
indicate the defective section or sec-
tions in the receiver. Where there
are several possibilities, each one is

Fig. 3 Elliptical pattern-shows in-
correct size rather than non -linearity

excluded by a specific check until
the trouble is found.
Horizontal or vertical?

Sometimes the new television
technician has a little trouble decid-
ing whether the fault is in the hori-
zontal or in the vertical sweep cir-
cuit. For example, let's take a pic-
ture which is normal but has a bright
line all along the left edge. Which
sweep is responsible? The question
is easily answered if we keep in
mind that the horizontal lines are
under each other. Vertical deflection
is not responsible for creating any
lines of its own, but simply for
placing the horizontal lines under
each other by pulling the beam slowly
and steadily downward as the hori-
zontal circuits shift the beam quickly
from side to side: Therefore, any
fault common to all horizontal lines
will be expressed from top to bottom,
or in a vertical direction.

In other words, if each horizontal
line starts out too slowy, and then
sweeps across the tube fast (because
of non -linearity in the saw -tooth),
the beginning of each horizontal line
is a little brighter than the rest, and

-0 to page 22

PICTURE ANALYSIS CHART OF TELEVISION RECEIVER [MAGNETIC, FLY -BACK,
TABLE I HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEM, STANDARD A -C LOW VOLTAGE SYSTCM Preferred Method for CheckingCol. 4 Overall operation when screen In-

formation is inconclusive.Characteristics of pie-Col. 1
tCuharre ,, C I r cu its responsible

Col. 2 for characteristic. Col. 3 If inoperative,effect on picture.

I. Width of picture. Horizontal deflection
circuit.

Blank screen (kick -back high
voltage depends on horizontal
sawtooth).

'scope at plate of horizontal oac.
grid of horizontal output tube, and
other checkpoints to check wave-
forms against service manual for
correctness and amplitude.

2. Height of picture.. Vertical deflection
circuit. Horizontal line only. Identical procedure, but applied to

vertical sweep circuits.

3. Visibility (screen
emits light - raster
or picture).

Picture tube:
a) is good (no open

filament, etc.)
b) has filament vol-

tage.
c) is not biased to

cutoff.
d) has high voltage.
e) ion trap, if any

correctly adjusted.

Blank screen.

Picture tube is checked for:
a) Lit filament.
b) Lit filament.
c) Intensity control varied and

volt. measured if necessary
d) High voltage is checked by

spark teat or voltmeter (if no
high voltage, horizontal saw -
tooth is checked).

e) Ion trap adjustments checked

4. Picture informa-
lion.

Front end and video
strip. Raster, no pleture.

Sweep generator at antenna termi-
nals. 'scope at grid (or ofof
picture tube to check overall re -
sponse (bandwidth and amplitude)
of front end and video strip.

5. Picture is steady
( not scrambled or
torn out)

Sync circuits.
Picture does not hold still in
either direction, horizontal or
vertical

'scope at input and output of sync
circuits to check correct wave -
shape and amplitude of sync pulses
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The Washington hearings are about over-

What will COLOR TV mean

to YOU
What is behind the current discussion on color tele-
vision? What systems have been presented to the
FCC? What effect will color television have on you?

EVER since the middle of last
year, when CBS transmitted a

color video picture of a surgical oper-
ation over a closed system, the tele-
vision industry has been a beehive
of activity. Of course, work on color
had been going on quietly for years
(the first color system was demon-
strated back in 1928, and in 1946 the
FCC had already held hearings on
the question), but the pressures
which suddenly developed as the re-
sult of CBS's demonstration, stepped
up activity all along the line. By the
end of 1949, color systems-in vari-
ous stages of development-had been
announced by RCA, CBS, Color
Television Inc., Sightmaster Inc.,
U. S. Television, Dumont, Optiko;
and several other organizations.

Up to the middle of the year, color
has not been the primary concern of
the industry. 1949 had been the year
of the Big Freeze. The FCC had
suspended all new station authoriza-

tions, and manufacturers were unani-
mous in clamoring for the lifting of
the freeze at the earliest possible
date. By the time July had rolled
around the FCC was finally ready
with an announcement : It proposed
to add 42 new u -h -f channels for TV
use and set late August for the hear-
ing of testimony of interested parties.
Since CBS's color demonstrations
took place almost at the same time
as the u -h -f announcement was made,
the Commission included the ques-
tion of color on its agenda for the
hearings.

Following a postponement, hear-
ings finally got under way in Septem-
ber. By that time, however, the ques-
tion of color had become so contro-
versial (even Congress was taking
an interest in it), that it was placed
first on the agenda; and that phase
of the hearings is only now nearing
completion.

The pressures which became ap-

parent at the hearings were generated
by five distinct groups, some of which
were for immediate adoption of color
television, while others were for
delay.

Manufacturers

Heading the list of witnesses were
the manufacturers. They had the
highest stakes in the hearings. They
had poured millions of dollars into
color research and development and
were trying to safeguard the invest-
ment. They knew full well that only
one system would be adopted, and
that they would sustain a heavy loss
if it would not be theirs.

CBS called for immediate adoption
of a color system. Its own system
had about reached the highest state
of development it would ever achieve,
and any delay would only give its
competitors a chance to catch up to,
or overtake it.

RCA, most vehement challenger of
the CBS system, on the other hand,
was calling for delay. Its all -elec-
tronic system had not been fully per-
fected at the time the hearings were
held and, although it was demon-
strated, did not impress observers as
favorably as CBS's. Against its im-
perfections, however, was the fact
that RCA's system was all -electronic
(CBS's was essentially mechanical),
and was capable of considerable ad-
vancement. A delay in the decision
would enable RCA to present an im-
proved all -electronic system of color
television.

Other witnesses, notably Dr. Du -
Mont and Lee (Father of Radio) de
Forest, also came out for postpone-
ment on the grounds that none of the
systems was ready for general adop-
tion at this time.

Another group, the broadcasters,
also felt a little wary about color
now. They had barely begun to
make their enterprises pay, and were
not inclined to make additional heavy
investments in a venture whose suc-
cess was by no means assured.

That of course, raised the one point
which was being overlooked : what
would the public do? How would it
take to color? Would all those who
owned black -and -white sets get
adaptors, or buy new receivers ? or
would they stick to the sets they had?
No one knew for sure; except that
public clamor for color had been
notably lacking, that black -and -white
sets had been selling better than ever
before, and that technicolor movies
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Fig. 1 A-CBS single tube camera, lens, color disc; B-CTI
camera; C-RCA 3 -tube camera; D-CBS direct view receiver,
disc; E-CBS projection set & disc; F-CBS electronic pro-
jection; G-Greer tube; H-RCA projection set, I-RCA direct -
view receiver; J-Single gun -direct view: to be developed

have not even made a dent in black -
and -white pictures.

This big question mark would re-
main even after all the decisions
had been made. The FCC could not
decree color TV. The public would
have to buy. And that is a big IF.

While the various parties presented
their views to the FCC, impartial en-
gineers lifted a warning finger: they
pointed to the past, noted that hasty
decision had often caused more diffi-
culties than they had solved ; the
original FM allocation had to be re-
vised, and TV was even now experi-
encing the consequences of an allo-
cation which had not looked far
enough into the future.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of a color television transmitter as it
would operate under the RCA system of color television

Fig. 3 Block diagram of RCA -type color receiver; no
change in r -f, pix i-f, detector, sound i-f, discriminator, audio

As things stood, it did not seem
likely that a decision on color tele-
vision would be made in the immedi-
ate future, or that you would have
to service color sets within the next
few years. While a detailed analysis
of present color video systems would
therefore be premature, it is worth-
while to compare briefly the various
proposals, before -discussing the im-
plications of color on the service
industry.

The systems
Fig. 1 shows how three of the sys-

tems (those which already have been
demonstrated to the FCC) operate,
and how they differ.

The two outstanding features of
the RCA system are (1) its all -elec-

tronic nature, and (2) its compatibil-
ity with current black -and -white TV ;
that is, the ability of present day
telesets to receive its color signal,
and reproduce it in black -and -white.

Here, briefly, is how the system
works. It has been found that by
combining the three primary colors
red, blue, and green in television
almost all other possible colors can
be reproduced. This is achieved by
utilizing a characteristic of the eye :
persistence of vision. If you flash
different colors in quick succession on
a screen, the human eye, instead of
seeing the different colors, will com-
bine them into a new one.

Now in color television, the camera
at the studio is equipped with three
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Fig. 4 RCA's direct -view picture reproduc-
ing system uses 3 tubes, mirrors which
reflect only some colors, let others pass

separate tubes. By using the proper
filter, each of these tubes picks up
one-and only one-of the three
primary colors. Thus the scene is
transmitted in three signals, which
represent the three colors.

In transmitting the color picture,
each of three colors is electronically
sampled at the rate of 3,800,000
times per second per color, passed
through low pass filters which elimi-
nate signal components above 2 Mc,
and combined in two "adders" into
the composite color video signal. The
combined signal is again passed
through a low-pass filter, which cuts
off at 4 Mc, and then applied to the
modulator of a conventional tele-
vision transmitter. A block diagram
of such a transmitting system is
shown in Fig. 2

At the receiving end, the process is
reversed. The r -f circuits, i-f ampli-
fiers, second detector, sound i-f's, dis-
criminator, and audio circuits of the
color receiver are identical with their
counterparts in conventional sets.
Added, however, is an arrangement
which reverses (generally speaking)
the process which took place at the
studio.

A block diagram of the RCA color
receiver system is shown in Fig. 3.
The composite video and synchroniz-
ing signals from the second detector
are fed to the sync separator which
removes the video and sends the sync
pulses to the deflection circuits. The
signal from the second detector also
enters the sampler and is there sepa-
rated into the three original primary
colors in synchronization with the

Fig. 5 RCA's color television converter, using small projection picture tubes
and refractive optics. This as well as the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 are
strictly experimental. They are only two examples of a number of such models

switching rate at the transmitter.
From the sampler, the pulses are
passed to each of the video amplifiers
and their respective picture tubes,
thus producing on the face of the
tube a picture for each respective
color. The three separate images are
then viewed simultaneously through
filtering mirrors, and a color picture
is' seen. Fig. 4 shows how the RCA
color picture is viewed.

CBS

The system which CBS presented
to the FCC is essentially the same
as the one it brought out back in
1946, except that it has been modified
to operate within a 6 Mc channel
(in 1946 it required 12 Mc.)

At the studio, the camera with a
single pickup tube and image orthi-
con, through a set of color filters,
extracts the red, blue and green
components of the scene. These are
transmitted in sequence, with a color
switching rate of 144 per second

Fig. 6 Block diagram of a CBS -type color
television receiver. Observe simplicity, but
ncte also mechanical feature of system

(RCA's switching rate is 11,400,000
per second, CTI's is 15,750 per
second).

At the receiver, they are repro-
duced, through color filters, or by
the use of different color phosphor,
at the same switching rate and in the
same sequence ; and persistence of
vision combines the three primary
colors so that the color of the original
scene appears.

The camera used in this system
consists of a single image orthicon
tube with a 12 -segment color disc,
revolving at 720 revolutions per min-
ute. This color disc acts to separate
the scene into its primary colors,
which are then transmitted in
sequence. Standard broadcast trans-
mitters without modifications are
used. CBS color receivers use a
single conventional picture tube and
single gun, plus rotating disc (syn-
chronized with the one at the re-
ceiver) to produce the image. A
block diagram of a CBS type color
receiver is shown in Fig. 6.

When color comes . , .

As was pointed out earlier, the
color systems presented to date have
not been found altogether satisfactory.
Nevertheless, we can safely assume,
that color will some day be incorpo-
rated in television. What we are.
concerned with here is the effect
which the introduction of color will
have on the service industry.

First, it will mean renewed study
on the part of the technician. For-
tunately, the introduction of color

fo page 27
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"THE STANDARD BOOSTER" A new
high gain TV preamplifier that assures
your customers studio clear reception.
This means plus profits for you by
boosting your TV set sales in fringe
areas."The Standard Booster" features
2 knob control... continuous tuning,
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channels ... printed circuit trouble
free operation.
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recognized as the accepted replacement
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nal equipment in over a million TV sets
produced by the majority of the out-
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A major event in electronic literature :

The FINAL WORD on OSCILLOSCOPES
Rider is coming out with the most impor-
tant book on oscilloscopes published in
years. When it is released, it will make big
news in the industry. Here is a preview of
some typical material appearing in it.
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CATHODE -
RAY TUBE

COurtesy Sperry

WHEN we read recently in a
Rider advertisement that a

new edition of the well-known Cath-
ode -Ray Tube at Work was in
preparation and "that there never has
been a book like this one," we thought
it might be a good idea to take a look
at the work that had been done on it,
and to report our impressions to you.
We therefore went up to see John F.
Rider, president of the publishing
firm bearing his name, to see whether
there really had never been a book
like this before. We have now re-
turned from our visit, and we can
report that the statement made in the
ad was no exaggeration. When the
book is published (probably in
March), it will constitute one of the
most important contributions which
have been made to the industry.

It had been our intention to report
on the book in the Trade Literature
Department. However, after seeing
the material which is going into the
book, the vast area it will cover, and
the thoroughness with which it is
being prepared, we feel that it de-
serves more complete description.

The new Cathode -Ray Tube at
Work will be an 872 x 11 book of
900 pages, the equivalent of 1,600
pages in a conventional -size volume,
completely covering the subject of
oscilloscopes, their underlying theory
and practical applications.

Coverage

Every month, John F. Rider, Inc.

Upper left: typical blocking oscillator wave-
forms in TV deflection system. A&D for
electromagnetic, C for Electrostatic deflec-
tion. B is one cycle of A spread out. Upper
right: typical multivibrator waveforms. B is
shape of output voltage for electromagnetic,
C for electrostatic deflection (from chapter
on Linear Time Bases). Bottom: Sperry air-
craft engine electronic analyzer, described
in detail in chapter on Scientific Applica-

tions.
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all over the world, dealing with the
various phases of electronics. These,
plus scientific books, constituted the
research material that was consulted
in preparing the new edition. Besides
this world-wide, up-to-date library
the firm also maintains its own lab-
oratory. This was also put to work
for the book.

When we went to see Mr. Rider,
the chapter on Complex Waveform
Patterns was just being completed.
In the lab, an oscilloscope was con-
nected to signal generators in such a
way that various harmonics could be
added and subtracted, and phase com-
pletely shifted. For example, what
is the appearance of the trace of a
complex wave with 100% funda-
mental and 5% second harmonic,
with 10% second and 50% fourth
harmonic without phase shift, with
15° phase shift, with 45° phase shift,
with fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh har-
monics and 30° phase shift, etc. All
these conditions were easily produced,
bringing about corresponding changes
in scope patterns. All in all, about
1,600 different combinations of phase
shifts and harmonics were produced
and photographed, and will appear
in this chapter alone. This mass of
data has never been compiled before;
and with it the technician should be
able to determine the harmonic con-
tent as well as the phase relationships
of almost any complex waveform he
might encounter. All he has to do is
compare the scope pattern with the
corresponding photograph in the
book, and he will have the answer.

Fields

As a by-product of this laboratory
work, a new oscilloscope process was
discovered, which is now being pat-
ented : putting a tail on the spot. One
of the problems which troubled the
staff was to determine the direction in
which the spot was traveling. Al-
though this is important for many
applications, conventional 'scopes do
not show this direction of travel.
What they did was to put a tail on the
spot (looks like a little comet), and
were thus able to tell the direction
in which it moved. Since the process
is just being patented, they would not
divulge any information on it.

Although there are some chapters
devoted to industrial, scientific, engi-
neering, and educational applications
of the oscilloscope (including such

to page 30
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receives over 250 publications from Transmitter monitor for telecasts. Its func-
tions are described in chapter on a -m, 1-rn

and TV transmitter testing

TELEVISION PICTURE TRANSMITTER

SWEEP
SOLTAGE

Photographs of plate, grid, and cathode
waveform in typical cathode -coupled sym-
metrical multivibrator. This is taken from

chapter on Linear Time Bases

Pulse waveforms encountered in TV service.
Chapter on TV Receiver Servicing describes

how they are measured and checked

435 V

GS11/1/
105 V

12 V

.1 L_J L

Square and modified square wave patterns
appear in chapters on Audio Frequency
Circuits and TV Receiver servicing. Book

covers square wave testing in detail

Top: Ionization potential (A) & relaxation oscillations (B) with normal sync. Ionization
potential (C) & sawtooth signal (D) due to oversync. Bottom oscillogram of oversync

sawtooth sweep (left), resultant sine wave distortion (right)
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WHAT LEGAL TEXTS
ARE TO THE ATTORNEY

RIDER BOOKS
ARE TO THE

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

The New CATHODE-RAY

TUBE AT WORK by RIDER et al
The greatest and most complete reference
book ever written on the Cathode-ray
tube! It is a practical, down-to-earth en-
cyclopedia about five times the size of
the old standard text. Starting with basic
theory of cathode-ray tube operation, it
proceeds through application in scopes
and TV receivers...with full and clear
explanations for uses in every field and
research activity which employs a cath-
ode-ray oscillograph. All scopes produced
and sold during the last 10 years, more
than 70 different models are described
completely - with schematic wiring dia-
grams. Almost 500,000 words and about
3,000 illustrations are incorporated in
more than 900 pages. It is a book which
will enjoy years and years of daily use.
22 chapters. Page size 81/2x11" $9.00

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
30-1000 MC RECEIVING ANTENNAS

by Arnold B. Bailey
This book is a rare combination of theory
and practice that:
1.-Clearly explains and teaches
2.-Can be used as a daily work reference
Reflecting world-wide knowledge of the antenna
art, it clearly explains the theory behind the
performance of every type of 30-1000Mc receiv-
ing antenna on the commercial market, leaving
the reader with a full understanding of why
each behaves as it does. And since the author
has resolved the mathematics of antenna prob-
lems into graphs, charts and tables - it can
be put to good use by all. Designed to serve
all men whose livelihood depends on getting
the most out of an antenna system, it is equally
important to the antenna design engineer, tele
vision technicians, electronics schools, students,
radio amateurs . . More than SOO pages,
6 x 9", cloth bound $4.50

OTHER RIDER BOOKS

Radio Operator's License 0 and A
Manual. The radio operator's license
manual with the discussion follow-thru- It makes the answers more under-
standable and also teaches. 608 pages $6.00

TV Picture Projection and Enlarge-
ment. Explains TV receiver optics and
removes the mystery from projection
and enlargement processes. 192 pages $3.30

FM Transmission and Reception,
416 pages $3 60

The Oscillator at Work. 254 pages $2.50
Broadcast Operator's Handbook.

278 pages $3.30
Inside the Vacuum Tube. 420 pages $4.50
Servicing by Signal Tracing. 370 pages $4.00
Understanding Microwaves. 396 pages $6.00
A -C Calculation Charts. 168 pages $7.50
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters. 188 pages.. $2.50
Business Helper. 144 pages $2.00
Radio Amateur's Beam Pointer Guide

32 pages $1.00
Automatic Frequency Control Systems

154 pages $1.75
Installation and Servicing of Low

Power Public Address Systems.
208 pages $1.89

Understanding Vectors and Phase.
158 pages Cloth Cover $1.89

Paper Corer $1.00
Radar - What it is. 80 pages $1.00

RIDER BOOKS
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
480 Canal Street, New York 13, N.Y.

INDUz
Aceepezr

TV BOOSTER

This new booster, designated ''The
Standard Booster" has these features:
high gain-boosts signal 10 times on
high channels, more on low channels;
good signal-to-noise ratio, simplified
2 -knob control, fully shielded; adapt-
able either to a 300 or 75 -ohm trans-
mission line; printed circuit, single
stage-one tube. Available through
local jobbers or by writing Standard
Coil Products Co., Inc., at 2329 N.
Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, Ill., or 2901
E. Slausson Ave., Huntington Park,
Calif.

VOLT -OHM -MILLI AMMETER

Tripplet has come out with a new
instrument, the volt-ohm-milliammeter
Model 630-A. High accuracy is ob-
tained in the instrument by the use of
1/2-w. resistors, each mounted in its
own compartment. Ranges: DVC -
0-6000 (six ranges at 20,000 ohms/v);
ACV - same ranges at 5000 ohms/v;
5 d -c current ranges; also decibel and
output ranges; resistance ranges from

0-100 Megs. Instrument features unit
construction. Triplett Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Bluffton, Ohio.

NEW TUBE TESTER
Hickok has now made available to

the service industry its model 600
tube tester, built with dynamic mutual
conductance circuits for high accur-
acy. Scale readings are' directly in
micromohs on the following ranges:
0/3000/6000/15,000 micromohs. Tests
all tubes. For complete information
and specifications, write to H. D.
Johnson, The Hickok Electrical Instru-
ment Co., 10634 Dupont Ave., Cleve-
land 8, Ohio.

FOUR -SECTION TUNER

DuMont is offering a new four -sec-
tion Inputuner, incorporating the latest
Mallory -Ware spiral type Inductuner.
The gain of the new tuner is double
that of previous Inputuners made by
DuMont, and has higher selectivity.
The tuning range is continuous from
54 to 216 Mc (which covers the 12 -

channel TV and the entire f -m band.
It operates efficiently on either 300 or
72 -ohm antenna systems because of
an input transformer incorporated in
the tuner. Good band pass character-
istics are present. Allen B. DuMont
Labs., 35 Market Street, East Paterson,
N. J.
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NEW SPEAKERS
A number of new speakers have

been announced by Utah. First is a

group of two co-axials with low reson-
ance woofer and specially engineered
tweeter. These speakers have wide
range, uniform response, high sensi-
tivity. They come in two sizes: 15"
woofer -5" tweeter (model CSP15P-
5), and 12" woofer with 3" tweeter
(model CSP12J-3). Utah also has

added the following to its line: 5

models of TV replacement speakers, a
6" weatherproof outdoor speaker, and
a 2" inter-com speaker with a 45 -ohm
voice coil. Specs are given in catalog
No. 201. You can get it free by writ
ing to Utah, Inc., Huntington, Ind.

CODE CALCULATOR
You'll want to get this capacitor

indicator from Sprague. Ifs a pocket
size plastic device with rotating dials
printed in full, accurate colors. When
flicked to the proper color bands, the
dials instantly indicate capacitance,
tolerance, and rated working voltage.
Extremely handy. Obtainable for 15

cents from Sprague Products Co., 91
Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

PHONO NEEDLES
A feature of the new series of

"muted stylus" needles, brought out
by Shure, is a handy cardboard tool
for inserting the needle. Needle is

placed in cartridge, thumb screw
tightened, and card pulled away, leav-
ing needle in place for use. Each card
contains extra nut (just in case knurled
thumb screw nut is lost). Shure
Brothers, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

WHAT A BASIC, LEGAL REFERENCE
LIBRARY IS TO THE ATTORNEY...

RIDER MANUALS
ARE TO THE ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

.410,11111Iset,
.111114141111144%

to the ATTORNEY
...the field of legalisms is exacting
and highly detailed. There are com-
plex problems to be untangled, nar-
row paths to travel. The lawyer's
BASIC library provides COMPLETE,
ACCURATE and AUTHENTIC DATA
on laws...with interpretations and
decisions, both old and new. His
library giros him the information
he needs to bring his own case to a
successful conclusion.

L1.1

'N'Te

oT.

to the ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN

...the science of electronics is more
exacting, more highly detailed. AM -
FM -TV and allied equipment all have
their different servicing problems.
The Electronic Technician's BASIC
Library of RIDER MANUALS gives
him the COMPLETE, ACCURATE, FAC-
TORY -AUTHORIZED DATA that he
needs to bring each servicing prob-
lem to a successful, speedy and
profitable conclusion.

-- YOUR JOBBER HAS THEM NOW! -

RIDER
TvMANUAL

V 0 L . 3
Larger page size, 12" x 15". All pages in place, with
diagrams and re'ated text more closely positioned.
Giant pages are retained, but now have only one
fold for greater convenience and durability. Com-
plete, Accurate, Factory -Authorized Data from 74
manufacturers. 441 models. 243 chassis. An absolute
"must" for ever,' Serviceman in every TV area.

Equivalent of 2032 pages (81/2" x
11") Plus Cumulative Index Volumes
1, 2 and 3, Plus the famous RIDER
"HOW IT WORKS" Book... $2 1 00

RIDER ".= XX
What a Manual this is! Complete, Authentic, Reliable,
Factory -Authorized Data from 74 manufacturers.
1776 pages, with every page filed in its proper
place...Easier to read and use than ever before.
Covers AM, FM, Auto Receivers, Record Changers
and Tuners ...Covers receivers to November, 1949.
RIDER...and RIDER ALONE...gives you the infor-
mation you need WHEN AND HOW YOU NEED IT!
Get Volume XX today!

$18.00 Including Cumulative Index,
Volumes XVI through XX, Plus the Famous
RIDER "HOW IT WORKS" Book.

RIDER MANUALS
Television Manual Volume 3 (Plus
"How It Works" Book and Index) $21.00
Television Manual Volume 2 (Plus
"How It Works" Book and Index) $18.00
Television Manual Volume 1 (Plus
"How It Works" Book and Index)

$$1188..0000Volume XX
Volume XIX $19.80
Volume XVIII $$1189..5800

Volume XVII
Volume XVI $ 8.40
Volume XV

$$1169..5800Volume XIV to VII (each volume)
Volume VI $12.50
Abridged Manuals Ito V (one volume) $19.80
Master Index, Covering Manuals,

Vols. I to XV $ 1.50
PA Equipment Manual, Vol. I $18.00

NOTE: Are you receiving your copy of "Successful
Servicing"? It's Rider's own publication of interest
to every Serviceman. Write for it ... it's FREE!

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, Inc., 480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.
Export Agents: Rocke International Corp., 13 E. 40th St., N. Y. C. Cable ARLAB.

RIDER MANUALS meat SUCCESSFUL
SERVICING

NOTE: The Mallory TV Service Encyclopedia, 1st TV Edition, makes reference to only one source of TV receiver
schematics - Rider TV Manuals.

NOTE: The Mal ory Radio Service Encyclopedia, 6th Edition, makes reference to only one source of radio
receiver schematics - Rider Manuals.

NOTE: The CD capacitor Manual for Radio Servicing, 1948 Edition No. 4, makes reference to only one source
of receiver schematics - Rider Manuals.
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AT
XI% VIBRATORS
kwe &gamic Stack SA -acme

A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS...

Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Oper-
ated Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Pre-
cision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack
Spacers for Longer Lasting Life.

Backed by more than 17 years of experience
in Vibrator Design, Develop-
ment, and Manufacturing.

ATR PIONEERED IN THE
VIBRATOR FIELD.

NEW
VIBRATOR GUIDE

FREE

*.Z" 4-2.4-2#-Z-1

"A"BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

for DEMONSTRATING AND
TESTING AUTO RADIOS

New Models . . . Designed for testing D. C. Electrical Ap-
paratus on Regular A. C. Lees. Equipped with Full- Ware

4 Dry Disc Type Rectifier, Assuring Noiseless, Interference -Free 10.4

lk".. Operation and Extreme Long Life and Reliability.

0'
rNEW DESIGNS

NEWV NEW MODELS y NEW UTERATURE

-A" Battery Eliminator, OCitIC Inverters,
Auto Radio Vibrators

See yaws fears en matte

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.

(duality Product! Sege( MEd
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U.S.A.

' I Let the Picture
Tell You

from page 13

the result is a bright vertical line at
the left edge of the screen. Various
horizontal controls are adjusted, and
if they don't correct the fault, a

'scope can be used to check the wave-
forms in the horizontal sweep cir-
cuits.

For similar reasons, troubles in the
vertical sweep are generally evident
in a horizontal direction. Suppose
there is a fairly broad, bright hori-
zontal area across the bottom of the
screen, while the rest of the picture
looks normal. The fault is not com-
mon to all horizontal lines, but only
to several at the bottom. It is there-
fore not likely that this is a fault of
the horizontal deflection system, and
we therefore suspect the vertical. The
vertical saw -tooth slowed down to-
ward the bottom (non -linearity), and
as a result the horizontal lines there
are closer together and appear bright-
er. Again, the vertical controls are
adjusted and if the trouble is not
cleared, a further check is made in
the vertical sweep circuit.

Problem of linearity
Sometimes, when a large part of

the picture is non-linear, there may be
some confusion as to where the non -
linearity originates. Let us assume
the circles in the pattern are stretched
to the left (Fig. 1). A simple way
to determine whether the horizontal
or the vertical sweep is non-linear, is
to divide the pattern mentally into
quadrants, as shown in Fig. 2. First
fold the picture mentally along the
horizontal line. If the top half of
the circle coincides with the bottom
half (that is, is a mirror image),
then the vertical linearity is adjusted
properly. Next, fold the picture
mentally along the vertical line. If
the two halves coincide, horizontal
linearity is OK. If they do not (as
in Fig. 1). then the non -linearity is
in the horizontal direction.

On the other hand, suppose we
have an ellipse, as in Fig. 3. Ac-
cording to our rule, (since all halves
are mirror images) we do not have
non -linearity. The trouble with this
picture is that we simply do not have
the correct aspect ratio. To remedy
this condition, either the vertical size
must be increased, or the horizontal

ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRONS

are sturdily built for the
hard usage of industrial

service. Have plug
type tips and are con-
structed on the unit

system with each
vital part, such as

heating element,
easily removable

and replace-
able. In 5

sizes, from 50
watts to 550

watts.

TEMPERATURE
REGULATING

STAND

This is a thermo-
statically con-
trolled device for
the regulation of
the temperature
of an electric solderiri-,
iron. When placed on
and connected to this
stand, iron may be main-
tained at working tem-
perature or through ad-
justment on bottom of
stand at low or warm
temperatures.

For descriptive literature write 110.1

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL

HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.
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size decreased, whichever will fill the
mask.

Picture analysis is not always
simple. There are a large number
of troubles which are caused by de-
fects in more than one section. For
example: the picture has poor defini-
tion (is fuzzy). This may be due
to (1) focus, contrast, and/or in-
tensity not properly adjusted, (2)
poor high frequency response be-
cause of failure in the r -f, video i-f,
or video amplifier circuits, (3) mis-
match of antenna and lead-in. Here
is another example: the picture is jit-
tery vertically. This may be caused
by (1) contrast control being too
high or too low, (2) hold control not
set correctly ,(3) defective sync or
integrating circuits, (4) hum pickup
or other defect in vertical sweep, and
(5) noise received from antenna.

General rules

Instead of discussing a large num-
ber of such cases individually, it will
be more helpful to point out some
basic rules that will cover most situ-
ations of this kind. In those cases
where the technician is not sure
which section is faulty, there are gen-
erally three possibilities:

1) A spurious signal or noise is
coming into the section from outside
the set, or from another section,
causing defective operation.

2) The defect has developed in the
section because of a component be-
coming faulty.

3) A section has become defective
because of a fault in the power sup-
ply feeding it.

Therefore, if there is a question
as to the origin of a defect, first, of
course, controls are manipulated.
Second, the effect is observed on
more than one channel. If trouble
still persists, there are key check
points for each section to determine
whether the correct signal is going
in and going out (see Table I, column
4). B+ can always be checked with
a 'scope to determine excessive ripple
-even high voltage B+, if a suitable
voltage divider is arranged, and the
'scope leads attached to a low point
of the divider.

The service technician does not
have to memorize a large number of
possible symptoms and causes of in-
correct operation if he remembers
that with the proper test instruments,
he can check each suspected section
for correct operation, and so deter-
mine the faulty one. b" .1"

The little cartridges

that fill the Big need

for High Fidelity
Phonograph Reproduction..

THE I/

NEW SHURE VERTICAL

DRIVE"
CRYSTAL PICKUP CARTRIDGES

Bng things often come in little packages . . . So it is with the
superlative new Shure "Vertical Drive" Crystal Cartridges.
Tley reproduce all the recorded music on the new fine -
groove recordings-a reproduction that meets the strict
requirements of high compliance and full fidelity. The "Ver-
tical Drive" cartridges are requisite for the critical listener-
the lover of fine music. They are especially recommended
for those applications where true fidelity is essential.

W23A forstandard
width - groove

SINGLE records.
MODELS:

W21A for Rne-
groov rec-
ords.

W22A for both
TURNOVER standard and

MODEL: fine -groove
recordings.

Unusually highly compliant, these "Vertical
Drive" Cartridges will faithfully track stand-
ard records with a force of only 7 grams -
micro -groove records with a force of only 5
grams (an added protection for treasured re-
cordings). Will fit standard or special mount-
ings. Have more than adequate output for
the average audio stage.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
Microphones and Acoustic Devices

225 WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO 10, ILL. CABLE ADDRESS: SHUREMICRO
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*e  -i40_
aPit-fi

MODEL
5 3 3P

404
"icervtaz`e

Dynamic MutLal Conductance

TUBE TESTERS
 Reads directly in micromhos.

Exclusive tube gas test.
 Tube life test
 Highest accuracy for testing

all the latest tubes.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10634 DUPONT AVE. CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY

Keyed A -G -C
from page 11

is developed across R430, R303, and
R308, and varies with the level of the
sync pulses applied to the grid of
V305. R447, R430, and C417 filter
out the pulse ripple. A d -c bias volt-
age is developed across R308 and
R303, and depends on the transmitted
sync pulse level. This a -g -c bias is
applied to the controlled r -f and i-f
stages through appropriate decou-
pling networks.

A variation of the above keyed
a -g -c circuit is incorporated in the
Motorola TS -16 and TS -30 chassis.
The a -g -c circuit is shown in simpli-
fied form in Fig. 4. It has two sig-
nal inputs. One signal is a constant
amplitude positive sync pulse from
the sync separator tube which is
applied to both grids of a 12AU7
double triode, V11. This acts as a
keying pulse, allowing these triodes to
conduct only during the sync pulse
time. The other signal is the com-
posite video signal with negative sync
pulses applied to the plate of V11B
and the cathode of V11A. It is the
amplitude of the sync pulse of this
composite signal which determines
the d -c bias developed in the circuit.
The action of the circuit is as fol-
lows :

The positive keying pulse is ap-
plied to the grid V11A through C70
and differentiator C67 and R43. The
amplitude of this pulse is about 7
volts peak under normal conditions.
At the same time, under certain con-
ditions, the composite signal with
negative sync pulses applied to the
cathode of V11A might have a peak -
to -peak amplitude of about 9 volts.
The grid -cathode bias developed
would be about 8 volts so that this
tube is cut off. When the sync pulse
appears, the grid is driven positive
by this sync or keying pulse and the
cathode negative by the sync pulse
developed in the composite signal.
The resultant current flow charges
C63 to a slightly negative potential.
This is the a -g -c voltage which is
applied directly to the plate of V11A
and the cathode of V11B with every
sync pulse, while C63 continues to
charge negatively. As the plate of
V11A is driven more negative, it be-
gins to conduct less current. Simul-
taneously, the cathode of V11B is
going more negative, bringing it
closer to conduction, despite the
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negative composite signal applied to
its plate. Eventually, this negative-
going a -g -c voltage allows V11B to
start conducting plate current, which
tends to discharge C63 in opposition
to the charging current from V11A.
For a given signal strength, a stable
condition is reached when the cur-
rent in V11A, trying to charge C63
negatively, equals the current in
V11B which is trying to discharge
C63 back to ground potential. The
a -g -c voltage thus obtained is about
4 or 5 volts on the average signal.

Should the signal strength sud-
denly increase, the keying pulse will
remain constant in amplitude, but the
video signal will increase in ampli-
tude. This means that the cathode
of V11A is driven more negative,
resulting in increased plate current,
and the plate of V11B is also driven
more negative, resulting in less plate
current. The end result is that C63
will be charged more negatively by
the difference between these two cur-
rents, and a new balanced condition
will exist with a more negative a -g -c
voltage as the result. This greater
negative bias corrects for the original
increase in signal strength.

Should the signal strength de-
crease, the composite signal will have
less amplitude, and both the cathode
of V11A and the plate of V11B will
be driven less negative. Now V11B
will conduct more current than V11A,
and C63 will discharge until a new
equilibrium a -g -c voltage is reached.

The a -g -c voltage is applied to the
grid of the r -f amplifier V1, to the
grid of two of the video i-f stages,
V3 and V5, and to the grid of the
first video amplifier V8. To keep
the r -f amplifier unbiased in weak
signal areas, a delay is incorporated
in the circuits. Resistor R42 is

-. to following page

The "ULTIMATE"

In YOUR
LISTENING PLEASURE

Dual

Speakers

Frequency Range 30 to 15,000 c.p.s.

Coaxially

Mounted

Two models - CSP I5P-5 15" Woofer 5" Tweeter

- CSP12J-3 12" Woofer 3" Tweeter

Write for NEW CATALOG-= -201

Utah, Inc. Huntingdon, Indiana

v V 3 V B

-F AMP 1ST JCLO 3 3RD J.DEO I -F 15T v,DE 0 AMP

C6

I

M 1.
AOC TUBE

12Au7

A,

vile viia

AGE VOLTAGE

R34 104
1

063 02 MF

R43
MEG

YUYtir

COMPOSITE VIDEO
FROM SECOND VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

I
T

C67

10YMMF

R42
470

SMC PULSES

C70

FROM

IMF 7ESNYENRCATOR

Fig. 4 Variation of keyed a -g -c in Motorola TS -16 and TS -30 chassis. Keying pulse is positive sync pulse from sync separator
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STRETCH
THAT TV AREA!

TWIN -DRIVEN

Y41
 This entirely new

antenna now makes
possible TV sales
in weak signal
areas. Stretch your
TV sales area.

 The first Yagi type
antenna matched
to 300 ohms. Ex-
clusively Taco!
Outperforms
stacked arrays cost-
ing many times
more.

 Jiffy -Rig assembly
speeds installation.  WRITE FOR TECHN ETIN

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

TECJ
SHERBURNE, N. Y.

P. In Canada: Stromberg-Carl.
son Co. Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.

IRE National (onvention
6RAIO CIA/TRA1 PALACE

and
Aga COMMODORE
Afew Yort

Come Again
Radio Men !

Last year, 15,710 radio en-
gineers, technicians and men
in every phase of the radio
industry attended the 4 day
IRE Convention and Radio
Engineering Show. They came
from 43 states and 32 foreign
countries for this big event.
Non - member registration
$3.00

30 Technical Sessions

7 Symposiums

Electronic progress makes it
important that you keep up
with the rapid advances of
radio in all its forms. The
technical sessions cover every
field, and big symposiums are
conducted on:

 Industrial Design  Nuclear
Science and the Radio Man 
Television Quality  Televis-
ion Round Table (Night)
Basic Circuit Elements
Sound Recording. There are
sessions on Color Television,
Measurements, Components-
together with 247 exhibits
that spotlight -the -new in ra-
dio products.

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
I East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

50 Sections in the U.S.A. and Canada

Keyed A -G -C
from preceding page

placed in series with the cathode cir-
cuit of two video i-f stages, and the
voltage drop across R42, due to the
cathode current, raises the entire
a -g -c circuit above ground by about
4 volts positive. Since the cathode
of the r -f amplifier VI is grounded,
no negative bias will be applied to
this tube under weak signal condi-
tions, and the tube will operate at
maximum gain. However, the grid
of this tube will be biased negatively
if the a -g -c circuit develops more than
4 volts negative bias to overcome the
4 volts positive bias, and strong sig-
nals will not be able to block the
r -f stage. This delayed a -g -c voltage
is also applied to the grid of the first
video -amplifier, V8, in order to in-
sure that the sync pulses of a sud-
denly applied strong signal will not
be cut off in this tube. Were this
to happen, no keying voltage would
be obtained, and the a -g -c circuit
would be inoperative.

The keyed a -g -c circuits just de-
scribed should make possible the

SHOOTS TROUBLE
FASTERrgELJMOORNE JOB NYR

AT SERVICE BENCH!

PRICE
59.95 at
Distribu-
t o r or
postpaid,
direct
Sorry, no
COD's.
Ohioan's
add 3%
State
Sales Tac

it7S
MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR

In radio service work, time means money.
Lento trouble faster, handle a much greater
volume of work with the SIGNALETTE. As
a trouble shooting tool, SIGNALETTE has
no equal. Merely plug In any 110 V. AC -
DC line, start at speaker end of circuit and
trace back, stage by stage, listening in set's
speaker. Generates RF, IF and AUDIO Fre-
quensles, 2500 cycles to 20 Megacycles. Also
used for checks on Sensitivity, Gain, Peaking.
Shielding. Tuba testing. Wt. 13 ez. Fits
pocket or tool kit. See at your dist. or order
direct.

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT
LABORATORY, INC.
Dept. I 1125 Bank Street

Cincinnati 14, Ohio
Qualified Jobbers write, wire for details

RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
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operation of receivers in poor signal
areas where television reception
might not otherwise be possible. In
good or bad signal areas such circuits
should eliminate or reduce fluttering,
fading, tearing and overloading of
the picture. In many cases, keyed
a7g-c may make it possible to set the
contrast control on one station and
not have to touch it when tuning to
another station, thus making it easier
for the owner to operate his set. "

f

Color & You
from page 16

is still some time away, and there will
be ample time for preparation. How-
ever, it might be a good idea to look
into the matter of color in general in
order to get a little headstart.

Secondly, new test equipment will
be needed to service color sets, if
and when they come. That means
new investment. The technician
who looks into the future will begin
planning now to purchase additional
equipment, so as to be ready when
the time arrives.

Against these investments in time
and money, we have to place the
advantages which technicians will
derive from the introduction of color
TV. There is, of course, first the
sale of color receivers and of adapt-
ors. Closely tied to this is the addi-
tional income derived from the in-
stallation of such adaptors. Finally,
the technician can expect an increas-
ing number of service calls. Color
television receivers will be consider-
ably more complex than present day
sets. In the all -electronic system, a
large number of new circuits must be
added, and the mechanical system re-
quires both electrical and mechanical
modifications. Under either condi-
tion, the possibilities of breakdown,
and consequently the need for serv-
ice, will be greatly increased.

Finally, color will add to the
stature of the technician. Ever since
he has been able to take TV in stride,
his status in the community has been
on the upgrade. Once he has mas-
tered the problems of color TV,
respect for him will increase further
still. This is a somewhat intangible
benefit. But in the long run, it will
pay off in cold cash. ."

RADIO AND TELEVISION MAINTENANCE

Loudspeakers
are

gaining

ineOteptee BECAUSE

Model PM -10G

1.

2.

3.

Finer tone amplification with better
aluminum voice coils that dissipate
heat faster.

Stronger construction-fa 3" speaker
supports 300 lbs.).

Non -fluttering because of vulcanized
cones and spiders.

4. Fully weather-proof--Iwill even play
when fully submerged in water).

5. Millions are chosen each year by the
most expert radio technicians.

6.

7.

8.

The Cletron line is complete with an
Alnico 5 or E.M. speaker for every
need.

Beautiful blue -grey Hammerloid fin-
ish, infra -red baked.

Individually packed in sturdy corru-
gated cartons.

EIFILUn.

Radio and TV loudspeakers handle greater

power without distortion or overheating. No warping. No

buckling. No corrosion.

Write or wire now for your best buy in Speakers. It's CLETRON.

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS, INC.
6 6 1 4 EUCLID AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO
MORGAN EXPORTING CORP. 458 Broadway Avenue New York, New York

74 &ogee ei 5z,forea 'adds

Bench iring Plain
from page 8

From the master switch the cable
is run to a junction box mounted on
the back panel of the bench. It is
located just below the level of the
giant meter, and should have a mini-
mum of 5 punch -out holes.

Outlets

From the junction box, five sec-
tions of cable go to four plug-in
strips and one double female plug as-
sembly, as follows:

 FEBRUARY 1950

Left-hand test equipment plug-in
strip, mounted on the back of upper
back panel, opposite left-hand test
panel, facing in, and accessible from
below the left-hand test equipment
panel. This strip should have three
outlets and one terminal section. Its
function is to serve equipments in
the left test equipment rack.

Right test equipment plug-in strip,
mounted on the back of upper back
panel, opposite right-hand test panel,
facing in, and accessible from below
the right-hand test equipment panel.

to following page
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Heathltits are beautiful factory ens,.
neered quality service Instruments
supplied unassembled. The builder
not only saves the assembly labor
cost but learns a greet deal about
the construction and features of the
instrumeot. This knowledge aids
materially in the use and mainte-
nance of the equipment. Heathkits
are ideal for and used by leading
universities and schools throughout
the United States. Each kit is com-
plete with cabinet, 110V 60 cycle
transformer (except Handl-Tester).
all tubes, coils assembled and cali-
brated, panel already prInted,chassis
all punched, formed and plated,
every part supplied. Each kit is pro-
vided with detailed instruction man-
ual for assembly and use. Heathklta
provide the perfect solution to the
problem of affording complete serv-
ice equipment on s, limited budget.
Write for complete catalog.
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Three Good Reasons Why Astatic
HOLDS ITS POSITION AS THE

NATION'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF

 The first Ceramic Cartridge with replaceable needle. Takes
the special new Astatic "Type G" needle - with either one or
three -mil tip radius, precious metal or sapphire - which slips
from its rubber chuck with a quarter turn sideways. Plesist-
ance to high temperatures and humidity is not the only
additional advantage of this cartridge. Output has been
increased over that of any ceramic cartridge available. Its
light weight and low minimum needle pressure make it ideal
for a great variety of modern applications.

 An entirely new Astatic design, featuring miniature size
and five -gram weight. Model CQ-J fits standard 1/2" mounting
and RCA 45 RPM record changers. Model CQ-1J fits RMA No. 2
Specifications for top mounting .453" mounting centers. Needle
pressure five grams. Output 0.7 volts at 1,000 c.p.s. Employs
one -mil tip radius, Q-33 needle. Cast aluminum housing.

 The LQD Cartridge - for 45, 33.1/3 and 78 RPM Records -
is outstanding for excellence of frequency response, particu-
larly at low frequencies, among all turnover types. A gentle
pry with penknife removes ONE needle for replacement . . .

without disturbing the other needle, without removing cartridge
from tone arm. Gentle pressure snaps new needle into place.
Model LQD-1, with needle guards, illustrated. Available
without. Stamped aluminum housing.

Asiatic Crystal Devices manufactured
under Brush Development Co. patents

ORPORATION
CONNEAUT, ON

C..001 K rp 7..0.110

Bench Wiring Plan
-, from preceding page

This strip should also have three out-
lets and one terminal section. Its
function is to serve equipments in
the right-hand test equipment rack.

Left-hand cabinet plug in strip,
two outlets and terminal section,
mounted on the right-hand side of
the left cabinet, as shown. Be sure
that the strip is placed below the level
of the drawer so that the cable can be
brought through the inside of the
cabinet without interfering with the
movement of the drawer. Drill nec-
essary holes to,run the cable into and
out of the cabinet. This strip serves
as outlet for TV receivers, soldering
iron, and miscellaneous equipments.

Right-hand cabinet plug in strip,
two outlets and terminal section,
mounted on left-hand side of right
cabinet, as shown. Again the strip
should be started below drawer level.
Cable is run into and out of cabinets
through appropriate holes. This strip
provides outlets for telesets, iron, and
miscellaneous equipments.

The National Electric Products
Co. produces plug-in strips with 15
amp. receptacles, spaced either 6 or
12 inches apart, and wired with #12
rubber covered wire.

The double female plug and as-
sociated gembox is mounted on the
left hand side of the back panel, be-
low the left-hand instrument panel,
as shown. Cut the back panel to ac-
commodate this outlet. It serves
miscellaneous test instruments.

The fluorescent fixture is not con-
nected to the bench cable, but is
plugged directly into a standard out-
let of the main power line. It will
thus stay lit, even though your cir-
cuit breaker opens or your fuses
blow, allowing you to see what you
are doing. Be sure you use filter
and shielding with your fluorescent
fixture.

If possible, all bench cables should
be mounted either in back of the
bench, or inside the cabinets. This,
plus the use of plug-in strips will en-
hance the appearance of the bench.

6 -volt Supply

The 6 -volt power supply is mount-
ed in the right hand test equipment
rack, and plugged into the right test
equipment plug-in strip. Other pos-
sible locations would be underneath
the bench, plugged into one of the
cabinet plug-in strips with output
leads run to binding posts on the
working surface of the bench ; or the
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Is The Serviceman's
"ONE -STOP"

Source of Supply
OD is the world's largest producer of

TV and radio accessories. In just .49:
"one -stop" you can get all the

things you need to make servic-
ing more efficient and more
profitable. Do business the

better way. Use one
source of supply...

PAT PEND.

No other clamp like
it. Snap .. . click . . .
and it's on with a
tight, spring steel grip
Polyethylene inserts for
twin lead.

LIST 1 0

SPT 125

No. SPT100 (for 1" Mast) ea. S.10
No. SPT1.16 (for 1" EMT Conduit) ea. .10
No. SPT125 (for 11/4" Mast) ea. .10
No. SPT138 (for 13/8" Mast) ea. .15
No. SPT150 (for 11/2" Mast) ea. .18

No. SPT175 (for 13/4" Mast) ea. .30

No. SPT178 (for Ws" Mast) ea. .30

No. SPT200 (for 2" Mast) ea. .30

No. C360
"Connnandair"

All -Band Conical

b
.r.°P Performance

Nom price.
Inst

of
anfroacsk:sembiy.

No.
List Only

d in fringe
Cf 360

extra
bg1/20.

lain or
ut

n neede
and re-mote areas. $2095

Write for FREE JFD Catalog of TV
Accessories No. TV100
More than a catalog, it contains installa-
tion and servicing data of invaluable
Interest to every Serviceman.
Also FREE for the asking...1FR Cat-
alog of Radio Accessories. No. 438.

1950 JFD MFG. CO. INC.

JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc.
6115 16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

First In Television Antennas & Accessories

power supply can be simply placed
on the working surface.

The giant meter is battery oper-
ated, and no a -c power is necessary.
Instructions for wiring it up will
come with any kit you may acquire.
Antenna Terminals

Three antenna terminals should be
provided on the bench : one for a 72 -
ohm coaxial line, one for a 300 -ohm
twin lead, and one for an all -wave
doublet. These terminals should be
mounted as shown in the illustration.

For the 72 -ohm line, use a coaxial
connector, female. Then cut your-
self a sufficient length of co -ax and
attach male coax- connectors to each
end, to connect the receiver to the an-
tenna terminal.

For the twin -lead, you can use two
binding posts or two snap -in con-
nectors called Selectar. Using the
latter, connect the twin -lead to two
female snap -in connectors mounted
on the bench and snap a piece of
twin -lead into it by means of two
male Selectars.

The antenna connector for the all -
wave doublet can be provided by a
double binding post.

This completes the wiring of the
bench. It is basically a suggested
plan. We have indicated some al-
ternative arrangements ; you will
probably think of several others. We
would certainly be interested in any
ideas you may have. Let us know
about them so that we can pass them
on to our other readers.

LIST OF PARTS

Cable, non-metallic, sheathed, No. 14 22 ft

Cable fasteners 18

Screws, flathead, wood, 3/8" 36

Hubbell plug, male 1

Circuit breaker, automatic, 15 amps. 1

Switch, lever,15 amps. 110 V. with
pilot light 1

Gem boxes 2

Junction box, 5 punch -out holes 1

Plug-in strip (10 outlets) 60 in

Plug-in strip terminal sections 4

Outlet, double with face plate
Connector, co -axial 1

Connector, Selectar, male ** 2

Connector, Selectar, female*** 2

Binding post, dual 1

* or fusebox with door and safety switch,
2 15 amp fuses.

** or dual binding post.
***

used.
not required if dual binding posts are

..PARALLEL
RESISTANCE

AND
SLIDE RULE

SCALES!
Redesigned! This new, improved version
of the famous Ohmite Ohm's Law Cal-
culator-popular the world over with
servicemen, engineers, and students-
now has scales for solving parallel re-
sistance problems, and a standard slide
rule. More useful than ever!

ONLY ONE SETTING REQUIRED
Solves Ohm's Lai's, and many parallel re-
sistance problems-simply, quickly, and
accurately-with only one setting of the
slide. Covers a range of values encoun-
tered in electronic and moderate power
applications.

HANDY POCKET SIZE
Only 9" by 3"-fits the pocket. Sliderule
scales multiply, divide, and find squares
and square roots.

'e Reft eat%

ONM,IITE
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

RHEOSTATS  RESISTORS  TAP SWITCHES

SEND FOR YOURS, TODAY
OHMITE MFG. CO.,
4912 Flournoy St.,
Chicago 44, 111.

Send my new OHMITE Calcul-
ator. I enclose 25c in coin.

NAME.
ADDRESS____..
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Se Sam
Rely on these

ERIE RESISTOR
components

If your distributor cannot
supply you, write us for in-
formation. New catalog on
request.

I

Eeezet.vezd De.:44,4

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND TORONTO. CANADA.

WALDOM
Replacement Cone Manual
Catalog No. 50

a4rr,e Orr

....

Write for your FREE

Copy of this handy catalog Today!

Waidorn's Free 24 -Page Replacement Cone Manual is
a handy reference that Speeds up your repair jobs -
which means more profit to you! This reference man-
ual lists excellent replacement data for seer 75 dif-
ferent TV, FM, and AM Sets. Write today for your

Free copy. Just send your name and
address to Dept. RM.
Waldom Replacement Cone Assem-
blies are manuf d with the high-
est standards of precision workmanship
and technique! Waldom Cone Assem-
blies feature:
 Hawley diaphragms - with the pat-

ented thin, tapering edge that as-
sures maximum speaker efficiency
and true low frequency response.

 The finest voice coils and spiders
made with precision craftsmanship
to scatting specifications.

 Unconditionally Guaranteed as to
construction and performance.

 The full R.M.A. Warrant,.

9eyr9eaer7oge aZealdom ease

WALDOM ELECTRONICS, INC.
911 N. Larrabee St., Chicago 10,

Final Word on
WWI 111044411111eS

-> from page 19

fields as antenna design, motor test-
ing, electron -optics, vapor measure-
ment, etc.), the greater part of the
book is of immediate interest to the
technician. It gives him the most
complete information on the use of
the oscilloscope in radio and tele-
vision maintenance which is available
at this writing. The early chapters
deal with fundamentals, starting at
the most basic level. We read a few
of the early pages (and you can see
a good sample in the "How It Works"
book which accompanied Rider TV
Manual III) and found them indica-
tive of a good piece of work.

From these basic chapters the
reader is taken, step by step, to the
more complicated circuitry of oscillo-
scopes, and a complete analysis of all
oscilloscopes made over the last
decade and more in the United States,
and some of those made overseas.

The book is definitive. That is, it
will say all there is to be said about
oscilloscopes, how they work, how
they differ from each other, and how
they are being used. It discusses the
various applications which are made
possible with increased frequency re-
sponse of the amplifier, and lets the
technician decide on the instrument
which will be best suited for his
particular needs.

In the words of John F. Rider,
"if the service technician doesn't
know how to use a 'scope, we'll teach
him; if he has a 'scope, we'll teach
him to get his money's worth out of
it."

The chapters on servicing and
alignment (a -m, f -m, p -a, t -v) are
the most complete that we have seen,
and will contribute greatly to the
efficiency of the technician.

When we left Mr. Rider's office,
there was only one word which could
describe the impression we had gained
of the book. It was staggering. Col-
lected into 900 pages was all the in-
formation on both the theoretical and
practical aspects of an art which is
becoming increasingly important.
The book has drawn on the knowl-
edge of hundreds of scientists, engi-
neers and technicians from all over
the world and, without lifting their
work, has made available in one vol-
ume the results of all their findings.
Seldom has such a comprehensive

CALLMASTER
SELLS ON SIGHT...
ON SOUND...
ON REPUTATION

$39.95
Ready to Connect

ELECTRONIC 2 -WAY COMMUNICATOR

 Perfect Sound Fidelity-Even a
whisper is clear as a bell.

 Precision -made - known every-
where for its dependability.

 Priced just right-for greater
Sales and generous Profit.

 Compact-takes less desk space
than a telephone.

 Backed by aggressive National
Advertising and Strong Promo-
tion.

Appearance, performance, promotion and price-
all combine to make CALLMASTER the fastest sell-
ing communicator on the market.

Comes with high lustre mahogany plastic cabinet
-electric -shock proof-sturdy, extra thick walls.
CALLMASTER does not have to be "babied"-it's
strong, durable-and compact.

It's scientifically simplified, too, for easy instal-
lation and easy upkeep. Tubes, Condensers, Speakers
and other components are made to the most rigid
specifications-yet are readily obtainable standard-
ized parts.

Complete line available: Master and sub -station
sets, Selective Master for multi -sub -station operation
and de luxe All -Master systems.

If you want to handle the most profitable Com-
municator on the market, write today for complete
details!

Some territories still open
for Wholesale Distributors.

WM. M. SMITH COMPANY
National Sales Office

20 FERGUSON AVE., BROOMALL, PA.

THE MARKET PLACE

CLEAR VINYL TUBING
Clear plastic tubing for insulating and pro-
tecting wiring (up to 5,000 volts). May also
be used for decorative purposes and as fluid
hose. Write for complete list of prices and

AMC SUPPLY COMPANY
P. 0. Box 1440-Q Fort Worth, Texas

task been undertaken by a publishing
house. The date of its publication
will be an important event in the
radio industry. ''' fr"
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